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Notes

4 titles of 24 pages 
Matt & shiny cover

The 4 Super Sisters 
Les 4 Super Sisters [ref. J0314]

With a Glamorous Fluorescent Mini Secret Note-Book! 

Who’s going to win the pillow fight? 

Find the 7 differences between the 2 pictures!

Design these 

skateboards. You can use 

the suggested patterns 

or create your very 

own style!

Clara made some posters for me of animals. Can you recognize them?

Oh… Grizzly has dirtied my clothes!Quick, help me find another outfit!

ACTIVITY 
BOOKS
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Trimmed size: 210 x 297 mm.
Extent: 24 pages + sticker spread + cover.
Inside pages: 4/4 on white wood free offset paper 120 gsm.
Cover: 4/0 + matt lamination 1/0 + spot UV-varnish 1/0 on cover board 250 gsm.
Stickers: 4/0 + kiss-cut on reusable self-adhesive coated paper 80 gsm.   
Binding: wire-stitched + little book of secrets 70 x 100 mm.

Play with the 4 Super Sisters is a super cool, hyper trendy, dynamic 
new series. It consists of 4 titles with different themes reflecting the 
unique personality of each sister. Our young readers are asked to be 
creative and also to come up with the coolest outfits and astonishing 
new looks for each one of the 4 super sisters!  It’s also full of original 
games, such as spot the differences, train your memory, use your 
imagination, find what is missing… no time to get bored! Each title 
contains colourful stickers and, as an extra bonus, a flashy fluorescent 
little secret notebook attached on the cover. Everyone knows how 
much girls love to have their own little secrets! 

+ Stickers!

I love doodling on my notebooks. Finish off the page! 

I am getting ready for my art lesson. 

Circle all the objects that I might need.

One of these 4 pictures is 

different from the others. 

Which one?

Design and colour these ball gowns.

Circle your favourite one! 


